
• Orange County has a Lake Pickett M STU to help fund aquatic plant control 
• Seminole County has a Lake Pickett M SBU to help fund aquatic plant control 
• Orange County and Seminole County have an lnterloca l Agreement for Aquatic Plant Management on 

La ke Pickett (http://www.orange.wateratlas.usf.edu/upload/docurnents/Consent%203-12-
13%20Lk%20Pickett%20interlocal%20exeuted%20agreement.pdf) 

• Lake Louise is connected to La ke Pickett, as shown by the orange dashed lines in the image below 
• The proposed Heartwood Subdivision will drain into Lake Louise, and should be added to the Lake Pickett MSTU 
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Regarding: Commissioner Meeting discussing Heartwood PD/PSP on Lake Pickett Road 

Request: Ask that you help back our District 5 Commissioner's Conditions for the Heartwood 
PD approval. Supporting those conditions is a vote for what is right for the east side community 
as a whole. An "approval with conditions" would help the cause for roadway safety and Orange 
County Staff's stated position of good community making/good neighborhood development 
principles. 

The roadway and connectivity issues are simply due to the rural roadways now transitioning to 
suburban roadways - thus requiring appropriate changes to accommodate the change. 

Key Agenda items: 

I. Intentional effort to continue segregation (Have' s and Have Nots) 
a. See heat map illustrating the financials. Also provides clear image of the lack of 

connectivity for the very large area. (Probably represents the largest cul-de-sac in 
Orange County?) <, '-/ ,..,, ~ tq 

2. Connectivity (to Amityville Road) 
a. DRC meeting audio review from August 2017. Senior staff steanrrolling support 

staff as support staff expresses position that the connectivity is recommended for 
"community making" and "good neighborhood planning. (See audio notes and 
listen to audio 28:47 - 30:50). 

i. Senior staff clearly putting the developer' s wants as more important than 
the community/Orange Cow1ty's needs. 

b. Notable Quotes: 
1. Support Staff: "My opinion is based on good neighborhood development 

principles as identified in general intent of the Comprehensive Plan ... 
interconnectivity continues to be a stressed point in developments" 

11. Senior Staff: "I don' t disagree, .... But - I think we missed the boat" ... 
'·Anything else?" ... 

3. Mitigate dangerous roadway situation PD/PSP creates due to entrance/exit being on 
semi-blind comer. 

a. Refer to sequential pictmes of roadway 
b. Approval without conditions addressing dangerous roadway situation created by 

PD/PSP approval might cause potential legal liability to Orange County for tort. 
c. Notable Quote: Renzo: "Clearly the geometry of this road is not desirable" (At 

11 /6/17 commun_ity meeting when addressing the public' s request to straighten 
the roadway.) 
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Bithlo area statistics and map re: "social divide" 
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http://www.city-data.com/city/Bithlo-Florida.html#b (2015 statistics?) 
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Property values in Bith lo, FL 

leafle1 , Data imagery and map li''4'ormatior., ov'Kled bJ CartoDB, 

OpenStreetMap aoo contributors, CC-BY-SA 

Total value 

S1 3,000 

What a passing vote with no conditions would do: 

1. Keep the "Haves" and "Have Not's" segregated 
2. Ensure this largest area of the Bithlo community remains an oversized cul-de-sac (dead

end) with significant access barriers for eventual community improvement 
3. Turning a blind eye to Orange County staffs and the commissions stated objectives for 

"good neighborhood" planning (re: Connectivity) 
a. Ask Mr. Vargas in front of the group today his position on connectivity and why 

it is important. Ask Mr. Weiss the same. (not why it can, or cannot be done for 
this PD (reasons it cannot be done are almost all woes of the developer and how it 
correlates to their profits and having to go back to the drawing board since they 
did not properly address it before submitting their PD/PSP.) 

Notable quote from Mr. Weiss email 1/13/17: "Staff generally recognized that the concept of a 
new north-south roadway along the wester property line had potential mobility benefits to 
residents in east Orange County, mainly in reduced travel times from the Bithlo community to 
destinations west and north, likely alleviating East Colonial and Chuluota Road." 



Tom Narut 

Subject: Legal recommendation re: Heartwood PD 

The question is: If the below #2 scenario were to play out, would any appropriately qualified legal counsel be in a 
strengthened position to be able to file and win law suits for an injured, or killed client/family member against Orange 
County, the developer and/or the builder due to the dangerous roadway situation the development created? 

With citizen discussions and concerns being on public record with the Board of County Commissioners BEFORE the 
county approved a building project that exacerbated the dangerous corner situation, would provide strength and a 
reasonably improved likelihood of a 'win' in court when a law suit were filed due to an accident related to that 
aforementioned dangerous corner situation". 

Subject: Legal recommendation re : Heartwood housing development and dangerous roadway condition for commuters 

I am writing in hopes of getting some quick legal counsel via this email (or a phone call) on an Orange County, FL and 
home developer project that is up for final zoning approval in front of the Orange County, FL Board of County 
Commissioners for a 38 unit lakeside development in East Orlando in the next two weeks. It is called Heartwood and will 
be located on the south side of Lake Pickett Road, just east of the CR-419 intersection. 

Your counsel will help set the stage for one of two things to occur: 

l. Causing the Orange County, FL Board of County Commissioners (BCC) to pro-actively rectify the very dangerous 
intersection situation the approval of the development would create to the commuting public. 

a. Be it via funding from the county themselves, or the developer. (at present, the county knows of the 
dangerous situation their approval of the development will create and is only requiring a minor change 
that in reality will not rectify the danger they will create with the developments approval.) 

2. If the county and/or developer do not rectify the dangerous intersection situation their approval of the 
development would create some potential form of legal liability on their part? I am guessing members of the 
public lobbying for the road improvements might inadvertently set a solid foundation for future law suits legal 
firms might bring against Orange County, the Developer and the Home Builder should they represent a resident, 
or commuter who will experience reasonably significant bodily injury, or a family members loss of life. 

a. Approval of the project without any strong conditions for roadway straightening will result in the 
creation of eminent dangers Orange County and the developer will create. My guess will be the 
inadvertent creation of legal liability to the county, the developer and the selected builder for the 
community because they knowingly created a dangerous situation for the unknowing public purchasing 
their product. 

We as the public of course want #1 above to be the case. However, #1 costs money and at present, Orange County, nor 
the builder are willing to contribute what is really needed. If their actions put them in a position of future liability, them 
knowing that the appropriate stage is set for easy litigation will hopefully motivate them to take appropriate pro-active 
action and make things safe for the public due to the addition of the development and its entrance/exit situation. The 
BCC of Orange County is ultimately responsible for the approval, or denial of the proposed development and its affect to 
the current rural roadway. 

(It is currently a 50 mph rural two lane road with a ninety degree blind corner with a 35 mph sign for the curves. This 
development has a tiny access area where they will be putting an entrance/exit at one "edge" of the blind corner (see 
pictures below) for what will be an affluent, gated community with homes I am assuming ranging in the mid-$400K's to 
those on the lake at $700K+. At present, all that is being provided is a short turn lane into the development from each 
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direction, but nothing to do regarding the publics suggestion regarding widening for better safety, straightening for 
• better visibility, etc. From a public meeting this week with residents loudly expressing the dangers, my guess is the 

county will "throw in" a flashing warning light in addition to their current small turn lanes as well? 

The crux is the usual dilemma. Rural farmland with rural roads being transformed into much higher surbuban 
populations - but no appropriate improvements for the roadways - thus putting the public at risk, while developers 
walk away with higher profits and the county does not hold the developer to improvements needed. 

Mind you, these images are in full/clear broad daylight, things degrade even further at night, in morning fog (for this low 
lying area between two lakes), and with the addition of what will be additonal adjoining developments with 8' exterior 
walls close to the roadway that are currently not present - thus making the corner even more blind than it is in the 
below images. 

West bound on CR-420 at the beginning of the curve on the northside of Lake Louise: 
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CR-420 heading south, just about to enter right hand curve and hidden entrance to proposed development ahead on the 
left. 
Assume current tree line will be 8' perimeter development walls when these two sides of property are developed. 
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• 
CR-420 westbound, just entering into right hand curve: 
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